A new place of creative and cultural development in Berlin, the Radialsystem was opened in September 2006. The name of the former pumping station on the River Spree is derived from the historical function and the claim of the new owners that it ‘is a cultural centre where new ideas radiate out in all directions, attracting artists and the public from within as well as beyond the city limits of Berlin.’ The building follows a simple fundamental principal and stands out through its clear and roomy structure.

**Radialsystem**

**Suitable events**
- Product presentations, conferences, congresses
- Receptions, gala and dinner events
- Show events

**Total capacity**
- 1,600 people

**Row seating**

**Parliamentary/standing**

**Banquet/table seating**

**Distance from the hotel**
- proArte Hotel 4 km, Hotel Berlin 5 km

**Parking**
- No parking in the immediate vicinity